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eases our fears of literary loss (at least temporarily) by pointing out that electronic text requires an interactive response to generate a literary sequence. Where’s the fun if you have to write your own ending? 21 illustrations.Video games as both
cross Media is the first attempt to bridge the two disciplines. Do the rapidly expanding genres of digital literature mean that the narrative mode—novels, films, television drama— is losing its dominant position in our culture? Author Espen Aarseth
from its earliest days as a project that transcends disciplines and media. The essays gathered here address the question of how narrative migrates, mutates, and creates meaning as it is expressed across various media. Dividing the inquiry into five
a storyThe proliferation of media and their ever-increasing role in our daily life has produced a strong sense that understanding media—everything from oral storytelling, literary narrative, newspapers, and comics to radio, film, TV, and video
surprisingly rich contributions of girls’ play to black popular culture.Identifies and analyzes twenty common plots, including revenge, rivalry, adventure, maturation, and love, discusses physical and character plots, and offers advice for developing
When we think of African American popular music, our first thought is probably not of double-dutch: girls bouncing between two twirling ropes, keeping time to the tick-tat under their toes. But this book argues that the games black girls play
foundational text offering a unified design vocabulary and a common methodology for maximizing the expressive power of digital artifacts. Digital artifacts from iPads to databases pervade our lives, and the design decisions that shape them affect how
is the digital medium. Designers can speed the process of useful and lasting innovation by focusing on the collective cultural task of inventing this new medium. Exploring strategies for maximizing the expressive power of digital artifacts,
pleasurable and meaningful experience of it. Twisty Little Passages looks at interactive fiction beginning with its most important literary ancestor, the riddle. Montfort then discusses Adventure and its precursors (including the I Ching and Dungeons
assembles the voices of leading researchers and practitioners like Janet Murray, Marie-Laure Ryan, Scott Rettberg and Martin Rieser. In three sections, it covers history, theoretical perspectives and varieties of practice including narrative game
with what techniques to use, and how to enhance (or detract from!) the gaming experience? •Can video games aspire to be art? (Hint: Yes!)—What are the benefits, pitfalls, and unintended consequences of players’ “right to choose”? •Will the robot Floyd make you cry? Critical analysis,
challenges—presented when players are given the ability to direct how a story plays out. From the text-based adventure of Planetfall and the interactive cinema of Heavy Rain to the one-act play of Façade and the simulated world of Shenmue, Holmes
archaeological method and theory into understanding game-spaces as both site and artifact. An engaging and entertaining read for veteran gamers and curious newcomers alike, A MindForever Voyaging traces the evolution of interactive video games by
challenges presented when players are given the ability to direct how a story plays out. From the text-based adventure of Planetfall and the interactive cinema of Heavy Rain to the one-act play of Façade and the simulated world of Shenmue, Holmes
chemo-therapy, and to demonstrate the part the brain plays in the therapeutic relationship. What she creates is a model not just of a game, but of a therapy. The result is a new medium for both research and therapy that has the potential to revolutionize
the gloomy, sullen, and introspective storygame, a genre that has its roots in the Cold War and the Vietnam War. Holmes’ book provides a window into this period of history, and also introduces a new form of story-telling that is participatory, active,
constitutes, and becomes constituted by, the phenomenon of videogame play. In short, how do we perceive videogames? Keogh works toward formulating a phenomenology of videogame experience, focusing on what happens in the embodied engagement between
narration. Designer's viewpoint. Working on the premise that narrative is a game designer's viewpoint. Working on the premise that narrative is a game
easy to make games that theackle the whole bandwidth of the human condition, and that a game can provide a passionate and powerful emotional impact. The concept of narrative as a game design, the development of a narrative design system, and the process of narrative design are
the story through the body. The approach is to step back, going through the process again and again, until the design is complete. Then the designer writes the story into a narrative design system that is based on the approach the designer has taken.
bug. The book provides a broad overview of current issues and future directions in this multi-disciplinary field that includes humanities-based and computational perspectives. It is an essential resource for narrative game designers, humanists,
expressions of narrative as well as the powerful and imaginative power of the human mind, the book aims to improve our understanding of digital narrative design.
100 illustrations of specific design strategies drawn from multiple genres and platforms and a glossary of design concepts.A "deliciously dark and dangerous" novel of love and tragedy in post-WWII Virginia by the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of A Week of Monday and The Chat shows us the end of the world as we know it. The year is 1949 when a fists the sky above Manhattan. All with him will die unless one of his owners: two children; one has his possessions, including a fine set of butcher's knives. The other is full of money. He is searching for a home. What he finds is love. And what happens then will haunt Browning for the rest of his life.

Do the rapidly expanding genres of digital literature mean that the narrative mode—novels, films, television drama—is losing its dominant position in our culture? Author Espen Aarseth
worries we fear our fears of literary loss (at least temporarily) by pointing out that electronic text requires an interactive response to generate a literary sequence. Where’s the fun if you have to write your own ending? 21 illustrations.Video games as both
a departure from and a development of traditional games; an analysis of the interaction between rules and fiction in video games. A video game is half-real: we play by real rules while imagining a fictional world. We win or lose the game in the real world, but we play a dragon (for example) only in the world of the game. In this thought-provoking study, Jesper Juul examines the constantly evolving tension between rules and fiction in video games. Discussing games from Pong to The Legend of Zelda, from chess to Grand Theft Auto, he shows how video games are both a departure from and a development of traditional non-electronic games. The book combines perspectives from such fields as literary and film theory, computer science, psychology, economic game theory, and game studies, to outline a theory of what video games are, how they work with the player, how they have developed historically, and why they are fun to play. Locating video games in a history of games that goes back to Ancient Egypt, Juul argues that there is a basic affinity between games and computers. Just as the printing press and the cinema have promoted and enabled new kinds of storytelling, computers work as enablers of games, letting us play old games in new ways and allowing for new kinds of games that would not have been possible before computers. Juul presents a classic game model, which describes the traditional construction of games and points to possible future developments. He examined how rules provide challenges, lessons, and enjoyment for players, and how a game cues the player into imagining its fictional world. Juul's lively style and eclectic deployment of sources will make Half-Real of interest to media, literature, and game scholars as well as to game professionals and gamers. An exploration of how we see, use, and make sense of modern video game worlds. The move to 3D graphics represents a dramatic artistic and technical development in the history of video games that suggests an overall transformation of games as media. The experience of space has become a key element of how we understand games and how we play them. In Video Game Spaces, Michael Nitsche investigates what this shift means for video game design and analysis. Navigable 3D spaces allow us to crawl, jump, fly, or even teleport through fictional worlds that come to life in our imagination. We encounter these spaces through a combination of perception and interaction. Drawing on concepts from literary studies, architecture, and cinema, Nitsche argues that game spaces can evoke narratives because the player is interpreting them in order to engage with them. Consequently, Nitsche approachs game spaces not as pure visual spectacles but as meaningful virtual locations. His argument investigates what structures are at work in these locations, proceeds to an in-depth analysis of the audiovisual presentation of gameworlds, and ultimately explores how we use and comprehend their functionality. Nitsche introduces five analytical layers—rule-based space, mediated space, fictional space, play space, and social space—and uses them in the analyses of games that range from early classics to recent titles. He revisits current topics in game research, including narrative, rules, and play, from this new perspective. Video Game Spaces provides a range of necessary arguments and tools for media scholars, designers, and game researchers with an interest in 3D game worlds and the new challenges they pose. A modern classic, Einstein's Dreams is a fictional collage of stories dreamed by Albert Einstein in 1905, about time, relativity and physics. As the defiant but sensitive young genius is creating his theory of relativity, a new conception of time, he imagines many possible worlds. In one, time is circular, so that people are fated to repeat triumphs and failures over and over. In another, there is a place where time stands still, visited by lovers and parents clinging to their children. In another, time is a nightingale, sometimes trapped by a bell jar. Now translated into thirty languages, Einstein's Dreams has inspired playwrights, dancers, musicians, and painters all over the world. In poetic vignettes, it explores the connections between science and art, the process of creativity, and ultimately the fragility of human existence. A contributing editor at Wired examines the way entertainment has shifted in the face of new media and discusses the way that people such as Will Wright, James Cameron and Damon Lindelof are changing how we play, relax and think. Reprint. An exploration of the possibilities of hypertext fiction as art form and entertainment...